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Cambridge Economics this year reflects the
broad range of Cambridge alumni views on
Brexit: from Lord (John) Eatwell of Queens’
on the one hand to Ryan Bourne of the Cato
Institute in Washington D.C. on the other, with
UK Business Secretary Greg Clark trying hard
to make sure the transition as Britain prepares
to leave the European Union will be as smooth
as possible.
Two aspects of the Economics Faculty’s current research
programme, which is supported variously by the Keynes Fund,
the Cambridge–INET Institute and other major competitivelywon grants and endowments, are covered. Vasco Carvalho gives
an overview of his work on the supply network impact of the
Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011, while Sriya Iyer reports on
the international roundtable conference she convened on the
Economics of Religion in July this year in Cambridge.

In addition, there are reports on the contributions of some
of our distinguished guests during the past twelve months:
Thomas Piketty (the Marshall Lectures); Tim Besley (the Richard
Stone Lecture) and Dani Rodrik (the inaugural James Meade
Lecture, in association with Christ’s College).
And two of our recent students show that there is careeroriented life after graduation for both Tripos and Doctoral
candidates.
We welcome correspondence from our readers about the
annual newsletter (to: www.econalum.@hermes.cam.ac.uk).
We are grateful to all our contributors.
Prof Tony Cockerill
Prof Sanjeev Goyal FBA, Chair of Faculty
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Professor David Newbery reflects on the life of a distinguished Cambridge economist

Britain’s Business Secretary is drawing
on all his knowledge and experience of
economic incentives in dealing with the
opportunities and challenges of Brexit.
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Amid the turbulence and uncertainty
of the early 21st Century, Professor Willy
Brown, formerly Master of Darwin
College, reminds us of the creativity,
heroism and sacrifice of one of
Cambridge’s first Economics graduates
in the Great War.
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in the Great War.
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The second negative impact has been on the
content of Government policy.
For the next two years at least Government energy
and parliamentary time will be totally absorbed by
the legislation needed to leave the EU. No energy
will be devoted to tackling the long term trends in
the UK economy, trends that herald very difficult
times ahead, whatever may be the eventual deal
reached in Brussels.
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Investment in the UK as a proportion of GDP
is lower than in both the US and the EU, and
indeed below the average of OECD countries.
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These trends have resulted in a seriously
Studying an economics degree at Cambridge,
uncompetitive UK economy with a falling share of
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Low investment in the UK is related to the
interaction of the financial markets and corporate
behaviour. Bank of England research has shown
that the UK’s capital markets are more ‘short-termist’
than they used to be, and are more so than those
of other countries There has been an observable
increase in the priority that investors give to shortterm returns over long-term returns.
A result is that, over the last quarter of a century,
the proportion of profit that UK companies have
been distributing to shareholders, rather than
reinvesting, has been increasing. The interaction
between British finance and corporate governance
is resulting in the wrong sort of incentives.
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“Britain has some of the
finest research universities
in the world. Leaving the
European Union threatens
to do significant damage
to this precious research
base.”
UK firms should be rigorously enforced, whilst the
booming, if unstable, international financial centre
should be encouraged to do what it does best –
sell outstanding services to the rest of the world.
A stable domestic financial system would provide
the motivation for, and the possibility of, a reform
of corporate governance, including the regulation
of mergers, to incentivise a longer-term investment
culture.
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First, the fall in the pound has the direct effect of
reducing real income.

Given that it is unlikely that the result of the
Referendum will be reversed (though events with
zero probability can occur) what measures might
be taken to turn these negative trends around?
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here has been a lot of debate, both before
and after the Referendum, about the likely
impact leaving the EU will have on the UK
economy. To date there have been two
indisputable impacts, both negative:
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impact of the EU Referendum result and at the measures that need to be
taken.
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Going back to do my PhD has probably been
one of the best decisions of my life. My PhD not
only showed me what I wanted from a career, but
also what I didn’t want. And it equipped me with
the tools, skills and experience to make the right
decisions and find something that I can truly excel
at. In my job I can now put my academic curiosity
and rigour to use in a fast-paced environment,
working on topics and with like-minded people
that advise decision makers and create real impact.
But most importantly it was an amazing time.
Doing my PhD allowed me the flexibility to pursue
my passions such as rowing and make some of the
strongest friendships I have in my life today.
And that is something I will be forever thankful for.

Dr Konstantin Matthies is a Consultant
Economist with alphaβeta, Singapore.
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The second negative impact has been on the
content of Government policy.
For the next two years at least Government energy
and parliamentary time will be totally absorbed by
the legislation needed to leave the EU. No energy
will be devoted to tackling the long term trends in
the UK economy, trends that herald very difficult
times ahead, whatever may be the eventual deal
reached in Brussels.
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Low investment in the UK is related to the
interaction of the financial markets and corporate
behaviour. Bank of England research has shown
that the UK’s capital markets are more ‘short-termist’
than they used to be, and are more so than those
of other countries There has been an observable
increase in the priority that investors give to shortterm returns over long-term returns.
A result is that, over the last quarter of a century,
the proportion of profit that UK companies have
been distributing to shareholders, rather than
reinvesting, has been increasing. The interaction
between British finance and corporate governance
is resulting in the wrong sort of incentives.
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UK firms should be rigorously enforced, whilst the
booming, if unstable, international financial centre
should be encouraged to do what it does best –
sell outstanding services to the rest of the world.
A stable domestic financial system would provide
the motivation for, and the possibility of, a reform
of corporate governance, including the regulation
of mergers, to incentivise a longer-term investment
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First, the fall in the pound has the direct effect of
reducing real income.

Given that it is unlikely that the result of the
Referendum will be reversed (though events with
zero probability can occur) what measures might
be taken to turn these negative trends around?
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here has been a lot of debate, both before
and after the Referendum, about the likely
impact leaving the EU will have on the UK
economy. To date there have been two
indisputable impacts, both negative:

Where
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PhD
economistWent Wrong on Brexit
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degree
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impact of the EU Referendum result and at the measures that need to be
taken.
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The
Life Brexit
After Cambridge
Debate

Going back to do my PhD has probably been
one of the best decisions of my life. My PhD not
only showed me what I wanted from a career, but
also what I didn’t want. And it equipped me with
the tools, skills and experience to make the right
decisions and find something that I can truly excel
at. In my job I can now put my academic curiosity
and rigour to use in a fast-paced environment,
working on topics and with like-minded people
that advise decision makers and create real impact.
But most importantly it was an amazing time.
Doing my PhD allowed me the flexibility to pursue
my passions such as rowing and make some of the
strongest friendships I have in my life today.
And that is something I will be forever thankful for.

Dr Konstantin Matthies is a Consultant
Economist with alphaβeta, Singapore.
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Reflections on inequality and
capital in the 21st century

Supply Chain Disruptions: The micro and
macro effects of the 2011 Japanese Earthquake

Thomas Piketty: The Marshall Lectures 2016–17
Piketty brings up-to-date his seminal work on income and wealth inequalities.

Professor Vasco Carvalho’s work on input-output analysis shows how supply chain
linkages can greatly amplify the initial effects of shocks such as natural disasters,
terrorism or cyber-attacks.
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T

he production of goods and services
in any modern economy is organized
around complex, interlocking supply
chains, as firms rely on a variety of
different inputs for production. Due to the
key role of intermediate goods in the production
process, disruptions to the orderly flow of goods
and services have been increasingly recognized by
policymakers as a source of aggregate risk.
Indeed, overlapping policy initiatives at the
international, regional, and national levels rely on
the premise that firm-level or regional shocks —
such as natural disasters, terrorism, or cyber-attacks
— can propagate through input-output linkages to
a wide array of firms and industries, with potentially
adverse macroeconomic impacts. For example,
the U.S. National Strategy for Global Supply Chain
Security issued in January 2012 is based on the
premise that supply chain linkages “serve to
propagate risk that arises from a local or regional
disruption across a wide geographic area,” which in
turn “can adversely impact global economic growth
But
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the
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information with extensive micro-data on firm-tofirm input transactions to trace the extent of shock
propagation along supply chains.
To study the earthquake’s effects, the authors
mapped out concentric networks of firms located
upstream and downstream from disaster-hit
companies on the supply chain. Customers that
relied on earthquake-impacted firms directly,
predictably felt the greatest impact; compared to
a control group of firms with no direct or indirect
exposure to the disaster, their growth rate was on
average 2 percentage points smaller in the year
after the disaster. The upstream supplier firms felt
a smaller jolt, but it was still significant, with sales
growth that was 1.2 percentage points smaller than
that of the control group in the following year.
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But firms did not need to have direct business
partners in disaster areas to be affected, the
researchers found. In fact, much of the economic
damage was indirect. Tight business relationships
among firms meant that supply chains transmitted
the shocks further and further away, to firms’
of globalisation and competition between
customers’ customers and suppliers’ suppliers.
countries is separating communities not by class
Downstream firms up to four business relationships
but in terms of outward-looking progressives
removed from disaster-hit companies still
versus cautious uneasy nationalists. Inequalities
experienced a noticeable drop in sales growth,
in education reinforce this separation and
of 1.1 percentage points. That effect was 0.1
influence the political balance. Those who are
percentage point for similarly removed upstream
more educated (and higher earning) now tend
firms.
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Thomas Piketty has been Professor at the
Ecole des hautes études et sciences sociales
(EHESS) in Paris since 2000. He holds
associated positons with the Paris School
of Economics and the London School of
Economics, where he earned his doctorate.
He taught at MIT between 1993 and 1995
before joining the French National Centre for
Scientific Research. His pivotal book, Capital
in the twenty-first century was published by
Harvard University Press in 2014.

A

B

Piketty explains that he approaches
empirical evidence, such as his historical
database on income and wealth inequalities,
‘scientifically’. He exercises ‘parsimony’ in
using mathematical models, preferring, he
says, ‘simple models that give useful results’.
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Tony
Cockerill
A: A map
of the geographic distribution of
headquarters locations of firms located in the
disaster-stricken prefectures of Aomori, Fukushima,
Iwate, and Miyagi, and the headquarters of firms
one (bright red), two (orange), three (green),
and four (blue) links away on the supply chain,
either upstream or downstream. The blue curve
represents the boundary of the four disasterstricken prefectures.
B: The disaster area, displayed as the shaded area
on the map, is defined as the 41 municipalities
covered by three decrees issued by Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and
the Prime Minister’s Office. Each dot on the map
corresponds to the location of a firm in the sample
located in the disaster area. The dark blue curve
indicates the boundary of the four prefectures that
encompass the disaster area.
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Reflections on inequality and
capital in the 21st century

Supply Chain Disruptions: The micro and
macro effects of the 2011 Japanese Earthquake

Thomas Piketty: The Marshall Lectures 2016–17
Piketty brings up-to-date his seminal work on income and wealth inequalities.

Professor Vasco Carvalho’s work on input-output analysis shows how supply chain
linkages can greatly amplify the initial effects of shocks such as natural disasters,
terrorism or cyber-attacks.
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T

he production of goods and services
in any modern economy is organized
around complex, interlocking supply
chains, as firms rely on a variety of
different inputs for production. Due to the
key role of intermediate goods in the production
process, disruptions to the orderly flow of goods
and services have been increasingly recognized by
policymakers as a source of aggregate risk.
Indeed, overlapping policy initiatives at the
international, regional, and national levels rely on
the premise that firm-level or regional shocks —
such as natural disasters, terrorism, or cyber-attacks
— can propagate through input-output linkages to
a wide array of firms and industries, with potentially
adverse macroeconomic impacts. For example,
the U.S. National Strategy for Global Supply Chain
Security issued in January 2012 is based on the
premise that supply chain linkages “serve to
propagate risk that arises from a local or regional
disruption across a wide geographic area,” which in
turn “can adversely impact global economic growth
But
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information with extensive micro-data on firm-tofirm input transactions to trace the extent of shock
propagation along supply chains.
To study the earthquake’s effects, the authors
mapped out concentric networks of firms located
upstream and downstream from disaster-hit
companies on the supply chain. Customers that
relied on earthquake-impacted firms directly,
predictably felt the greatest impact; compared to
a control group of firms with no direct or indirect
exposure to the disaster, their growth rate was on
average 2 percentage points smaller in the year
after the disaster. The upstream supplier firms felt
a smaller jolt, but it was still significant, with sales
growth that was 1.2 percentage points smaller than
that of the control group in the following year.
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But firms did not need to have direct business
partners in disaster areas to be affected, the
researchers found. In fact, much of the economic
damage was indirect. Tight business relationships
among firms meant that supply chains transmitted
the shocks further and further away, to firms’
of globalisation and competition between
customers’ customers and suppliers’ suppliers.
countries is separating communities not by class
Downstream firms up to four business relationships
but in terms of outward-looking progressives
removed from disaster-hit companies still
versus cautious uneasy nationalists. Inequalities
experienced a noticeable drop in sales growth,
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Thomas Piketty has been Professor at the
Ecole des hautes études et sciences sociales
(EHESS) in Paris since 2000. He holds
associated positons with the Paris School
of Economics and the London School of
Economics, where he earned his doctorate.
He taught at MIT between 1993 and 1995
before joining the French National Centre for
Scientific Research. His pivotal book, Capital
in the twenty-first century was published by
Harvard University Press in 2014.

A

B

Piketty explains that he approaches
empirical evidence, such as his historical
database on income and wealth inequalities,
‘scientifically’. He exercises ‘parsimony’ in
using mathematical models, preferring, he
says, ‘simple models that give useful results’.
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A: A map
of the geographic distribution of
headquarters locations of firms located in the
disaster-stricken prefectures of Aomori, Fukushima,
Iwate, and Miyagi, and the headquarters of firms
one (bright red), two (orange), three (green),
and four (blue) links away on the supply chain,
either upstream or downstream. The blue curve
represents the boundary of the four disasterstricken prefectures.
B: The disaster area, displayed as the shaded area
on the map, is defined as the 41 municipalities
covered by three decrees issued by Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and
the Prime Minister’s Office. Each dot on the map
corresponds to the location of a firm in the sample
located in the disaster area. The dark blue curve
indicates the boundary of the four prefectures that
encompass the disaster area.
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Economics Faculty Lectures 2016–17

Culture, Politics and Economics

Manufacturing and the Globalisation Paradox

Professor Tim Besley: The Richard Stone Lecture 2016
Besley asks how economic models can be made to take account of
heterogeneous outcomes.

Dani Rodrik: The James Meade Lecture 2017
Reflecting on Meade’s early work on economic development, Rodrik asks whether
manufacturing can still be a major source of economic growth and jobs.

can lead to misalignment of objectives and of
motivational incentives.

In his view, the culture that surrounds organisations
is socially determined and inevitably will
change through time. As a result, the values
and preferences of those who make up the
organisation will also change. These changes
will be transmitted throughout the organisation
and beyond by a process of social learning. The
guardians of values and preferences are those who
hold power at any one time. But, following the
work of Ronald Coase, because the ‘ownership’ of
these values and preferences is incomplete, present
power-holders cannot commit those who will take
their place in the future to maintain the culture.
Indeed, cultures and organisations will evolve and
different cultures will evoke different economic
performance outcomes.

In the Lower Tier are junior, inexperienced,
managers. They need appropriate incentives
(wages, guidance, encouragement, etc.) to get
them to supply the required amount of effort. They
will be influenced (‘socialised’) in part by the styles
and values of management that they observe
among the Upper Tier managers and by their own
organisational preferences. One day, these junior
managers will migrate to the Upper Tier, taking
their experience and values with them.
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A central part of Besley’s analysis is the tension
in organisations between (currently fashionable)
de-centralisation and devolution strategies on
the one hand, and (currently unfashionable)
centralisation ones on the other. Here, the role
and preferences of the leader are crucial to the
effectiveness of the outcome. The model he has
developed is an enhanced and complex derivation
from the standard relationship between Principal
and Agent, in which there are differences in their
aims and in the amount and quality of information
that is available to each of them. These differences

8

Besley’s theoretical model is of an organisation that
is structured vertically. At the top is a ‘leader’ (the
principal) who has authority and responsibility for
the organisation’s operations and performance.
Below the leader are two tiers of managers (the
agents). Senior experienced managers populate
the Upper Tier. Each manager may be either a
‘collectivist’ or an ‘individualist’. Collectivists care
about the joint welfare of the managers at both
levels. Individualists care only about their own
interests and gain.
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In line with standard Principal-Agent theory, the
leader seeks to maximise the overall performance
of the organisation but, inevitably, is less wellinformed about the detail of its operations and
internal cultural values than are the Upper Tier
managers.
The decision to centralise or de-centralise authority
and responsibility then depends upon how far the
leader’s managerial preferences match those of
collectivist managers. If the alignment is close, the
leader will decentralise only when the collectivists
have the most influence among the Upper Tier. If,
on the other hand, the leader’s preferences are not
collectivist, decentralisation will take place only
when the collectivists’ influence is weak.
Looking to their own interests, the Lower Tier
managers will be influenced by the degree of

harmony (or lack of it) that exists between the
leader and the Upper Tier managers and will align
themselves with whatever appears to them to be
the dominant culture – collectivist or individualist.
As, with the passage of time, these managers
migrate to the Upper Tier, the dominant culture will
become self-sustaining – a slowly-evolving capital
‘stock’ of culture. The interesting marginal condition
is when neither culture is dominant. Then the
transmission of culture may go either way.
The strong lesson to be drawn from the model
is that a diversity of organisational forms and
cultures can emerge among organisations that
have common economic underpinnings. Rigorous
economic analysis must take account of the
evidence and theories of cognate disciplines (for
example, sociology, psychology, politics) and
incorporate them.
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Tim Besley holds the W. Arthur Lewis Chair
of Development Economics at LSE. Prior to
this he was at Princeton, after first degree
and doctoral work at Oxford. The general
theme of his research is the study of economic
policy formation in developed and emerging
market economies. Since 2015 he has been
a member of the UK’s National Infrastructure
Commission. Independent of Government,
the Commission is charged with monitoring
and reviewing the role and effectiveness of
infrastructure provision and projects over the
longer term.
Besley was a member of the Bank of
England’s Monetary Policy Committee 200609. At LSE, he was co-author with Peter
Hennessey of the letter in reply to HM The
Queen’s question to economists at the time
of the onset of the global financial crisis:
‘Why did nobody notice it?’
Tony Cockerill
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n the early-1960s James Meade visited
Mauritius as a member of a Commission
charged with advising the Government
of the independence-seeking British
colony in the Indian Ocean on policies for
economic development. The island’s economy
depended heavily on a single crop – sugar –
and its low-income population was growing
fast. There were signs of a looming Malthusian
crisis. In his report, Meade recommended rapid
industrialisation so as to create jobs, improve
productivity and efficiency, and generate
an export surplus. Between 1971 and 1991,
Mauritius’ real annual per capita growth rate
was 4.6%, among the fastest of all developing
countries over that period.
Dani Rodrik, who holds the Chair of
International Political Economy at Harvard, took
this ‘fast-growth miracle’ as his theme for the
first James Meade Lecture, sponsored jointly
by Christ’s College, where Meade was a Senior
Research Fellow for many years, and the Faculty
of Economics. Its aims are to critically explore
the part played by industrialisation – and by
manufacturing in particular – in fast-growth
achievements by some developing countries
in the second half of last century, and to ask
whether such fast-growth episodes can be
expected in the future.
In Rodrik’s view, the conventional analysis is
inadequate for these purposes for two main
reasons. First, the ‘catch-up’ theory, where
growth rates among countries converge on
those of the richest as they reach economic
maturity, is flawed. True, growth rates slow
down as economies expand, but there is no
systematic evidence of convergence: countries
have their own distinctive and persisting
underlying growth rates.
Second, structural reforms of the ‘Washington
consensus’ type, which emphasise

macroeconomic stability and sound
governance; investment in human and physical
capital; and market liberalisation, are effective
only over a very long time-frame.
In line with Meade’s analysis, manufacturing
is special in driving economic growth and
development. It offers clear and strong
productivity gains and is able to absorb lowskilled labour. Exporting manufactures to
meet expanding global demand will generally
not damage the developing country’s terms
of trade. And promoting a ‘dual economy’, in
which a modern sector stands alongside the
traditional sector of primary and subsistence
activity (Meade’s gradualism), can be more
straightforward and successful than trying to
transform the whole economy.
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But echoing Meade’s later work on international
trade, Rodrik says that sustaining developing
countries’ export-based growth needs
interventions to protect the home market. The
measures include import tariffs and export
subsidies; managed currencies; local content
rules; and special investment zones. Rodrik
draws attention to Japan, South Korea and
other East Asian countries as examples of such
strategies in action. These justified market
distortions stand in sharp relief against the ‘pure’
model of globalisation, in which unhindered
movement of resources is paramount. For
Rodrik, there is a paradox: globalisation is
essential for exports, but exports require
protection, at least in the initial stages of
growth.
Looking ahead, Rodrik is much less sanguine
about the prospects for more fast-growth
miracles. Manufacturing is becoming a hightechnology activity that requires skilled labour;
does not absorb low-skilled workers; and, as
productivity improves, sheds rather than adds
to jobs. More important still, the development

path for countries is moving to run directly from
primary activities to services, by-passing the
manufacturing stage altogether. Productivity
gains in services are hard to measure and hard
to achieve; and while manufactures are readily
tradeable internationally, services are not.
So the age of fast growth via industrialisation
may be over. But there will be exceptions.
To lighten the gloom, Rodrik notes the rapid
growth of international services in India, based
on private sector investment and firms’ informal
organisation.
Tony Cockerill

The First James Meade Lecture ‘Is the Era
of Growth Miracles Over?’ was delivered
at Christ’s College on 1 March 2017. The
Economics Faculty Lectures 2016-17 can be
found at: www.econ.cam.ac.uk/seminars
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ike many economists, Tim Besley, who
gave this year’s lecture in honour of Sir
Richard Stone, seeks to understand and
to model formally the linkages between
organisations, their culture (‘belief
systems’) and their economic performance. But,
unlike those other economists, Besley sees formal
economic models as being too restrictive in the
face of complex and dynamic relationships. Instead
he uses cross-disciplinary analysis – in particular
economics in conjunction with sociology and
organisational behaviour – to explore and explain
the evolution and the heterogeneity of economic
performance outcomes in organisations.
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Economics Faculty Lectures 2016–17

Culture, Politics and Economics

Manufacturing and the Globalisation Paradox

Professor Tim Besley: The Richard Stone Lecture 2016
Besley asks how economic models can be made to take account of
heterogeneous outcomes.

Dani Rodrik: The James Meade Lecture 2017
Reflecting on Meade’s early work on economic development, Rodrik asks whether
manufacturing can still be a major source of economic growth and jobs.

can lead to misalignment of objectives and of
motivational incentives.

In his view, the culture that surrounds organisations
is socially determined and inevitably will
change through time. As a result, the values
and preferences of those who make up the
organisation will also change. These changes
will be transmitted throughout the organisation
and beyond by a process of social learning. The
guardians of values and preferences are those who
hold power at any one time. But, following the
work of Ronald Coase, because the ‘ownership’ of
these values and preferences is incomplete, present
power-holders cannot commit those who will take
their place in the future to maintain the culture.
Indeed, cultures and organisations will evolve and
different cultures will evoke different economic
performance outcomes.

In the Lower Tier are junior, inexperienced,
managers. They need appropriate incentives
(wages, guidance, encouragement, etc.) to get
them to supply the required amount of effort. They
will be influenced (‘socialised’) in part by the styles
and values of management that they observe
among the Upper Tier managers and by their own
organisational preferences. One day, these junior
managers will migrate to the Upper Tier, taking
their experience and values with them.
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A central part of Besley’s analysis is the tension
in organisations between (currently fashionable)
de-centralisation and devolution strategies on
the one hand, and (currently unfashionable)
centralisation ones on the other. Here, the role
and preferences of the leader are crucial to the
effectiveness of the outcome. The model he has
developed is an enhanced and complex derivation
from the standard relationship between Principal
and Agent, in which there are differences in their
aims and in the amount and quality of information
that is available to each of them. These differences

8

Besley’s theoretical model is of an organisation that
is structured vertically. At the top is a ‘leader’ (the
principal) who has authority and responsibility for
the organisation’s operations and performance.
Below the leader are two tiers of managers (the
agents). Senior experienced managers populate
the Upper Tier. Each manager may be either a
‘collectivist’ or an ‘individualist’. Collectivists care
about the joint welfare of the managers at both
levels. Individualists care only about their own
interests and gain.
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In line with standard Principal-Agent theory, the
leader seeks to maximise the overall performance
of the organisation but, inevitably, is less wellinformed about the detail of its operations and
internal cultural values than are the Upper Tier
managers.
The decision to centralise or de-centralise authority
and responsibility then depends upon how far the
leader’s managerial preferences match those of
collectivist managers. If the alignment is close, the
leader will decentralise only when the collectivists
have the most influence among the Upper Tier. If,
on the other hand, the leader’s preferences are not
collectivist, decentralisation will take place only
when the collectivists’ influence is weak.
Looking to their own interests, the Lower Tier
managers will be influenced by the degree of

harmony (or lack of it) that exists between the
leader and the Upper Tier managers and will align
themselves with whatever appears to them to be
the dominant culture – collectivist or individualist.
As, with the passage of time, these managers
migrate to the Upper Tier, the dominant culture will
become self-sustaining – a slowly-evolving capital
‘stock’ of culture. The interesting marginal condition
is when neither culture is dominant. Then the
transmission of culture may go either way.
The strong lesson to be drawn from the model
is that a diversity of organisational forms and
cultures can emerge among organisations that
have common economic underpinnings. Rigorous
economic analysis must take account of the
evidence and theories of cognate disciplines (for
example, sociology, psychology, politics) and
incorporate them.
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Tim Besley holds the W. Arthur Lewis Chair
of Development Economics at LSE. Prior to
this he was at Princeton, after first degree
and doctoral work at Oxford. The general
theme of his research is the study of economic
policy formation in developed and emerging
market economies. Since 2015 he has been
a member of the UK’s National Infrastructure
Commission. Independent of Government,
the Commission is charged with monitoring
and reviewing the role and effectiveness of
infrastructure provision and projects over the
longer term.
Besley was a member of the Bank of
England’s Monetary Policy Committee 200609. At LSE, he was co-author with Peter
Hennessey of the letter in reply to HM The
Queen’s question to economists at the time
of the onset of the global financial crisis:
‘Why did nobody notice it?’
Tony Cockerill

I

n the early-1960s James Meade visited
Mauritius as a member of a Commission
charged with advising the Government
of the independence-seeking British
colony in the Indian Ocean on policies for
economic development. The island’s economy
depended heavily on a single crop – sugar –
and its low-income population was growing
fast. There were signs of a looming Malthusian
crisis. In his report, Meade recommended rapid
industrialisation so as to create jobs, improve
productivity and efficiency, and generate
an export surplus. Between 1971 and 1991,
Mauritius’ real annual per capita growth rate
was 4.6%, among the fastest of all developing
countries over that period.
Dani Rodrik, who holds the Chair of
International Political Economy at Harvard, took
this ‘fast-growth miracle’ as his theme for the
first James Meade Lecture, sponsored jointly
by Christ’s College, where Meade was a Senior
Research Fellow for many years, and the Faculty
of Economics. Its aims are to critically explore
the part played by industrialisation – and by
manufacturing in particular – in fast-growth
achievements by some developing countries
in the second half of last century, and to ask
whether such fast-growth episodes can be
expected in the future.
In Rodrik’s view, the conventional analysis is
inadequate for these purposes for two main
reasons. First, the ‘catch-up’ theory, where
growth rates among countries converge on
those of the richest as they reach economic
maturity, is flawed. True, growth rates slow
down as economies expand, but there is no
systematic evidence of convergence: countries
have their own distinctive and persisting
underlying growth rates.
Second, structural reforms of the ‘Washington
consensus’ type, which emphasise

macroeconomic stability and sound
governance; investment in human and physical
capital; and market liberalisation, are effective
only over a very long time-frame.
In line with Meade’s analysis, manufacturing
is special in driving economic growth and
development. It offers clear and strong
productivity gains and is able to absorb lowskilled labour. Exporting manufactures to
meet expanding global demand will generally
not damage the developing country’s terms
of trade. And promoting a ‘dual economy’, in
which a modern sector stands alongside the
traditional sector of primary and subsistence
activity (Meade’s gradualism), can be more
straightforward and successful than trying to
transform the whole economy.
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But echoing Meade’s later work on international
trade, Rodrik says that sustaining developing
countries’ export-based growth needs
interventions to protect the home market. The
measures include import tariffs and export
subsidies; managed currencies; local content
rules; and special investment zones. Rodrik
draws attention to Japan, South Korea and
other East Asian countries as examples of such
strategies in action. These justified market
distortions stand in sharp relief against the ‘pure’
model of globalisation, in which unhindered
movement of resources is paramount. For
Rodrik, there is a paradox: globalisation is
essential for exports, but exports require
protection, at least in the initial stages of
growth.
Looking ahead, Rodrik is much less sanguine
about the prospects for more fast-growth
miracles. Manufacturing is becoming a hightechnology activity that requires skilled labour;
does not absorb low-skilled workers; and, as
productivity improves, sheds rather than adds
to jobs. More important still, the development

path for countries is moving to run directly from
primary activities to services, by-passing the
manufacturing stage altogether. Productivity
gains in services are hard to measure and hard
to achieve; and while manufactures are readily
tradeable internationally, services are not.
So the age of fast growth via industrialisation
may be over. But there will be exceptions.
To lighten the gloom, Rodrik notes the rapid
growth of international services in India, based
on private sector investment and firms’ informal
organisation.
Tony Cockerill

The First James Meade Lecture ‘Is the Era
of Growth Miracles Over?’ was delivered
at Christ’s College on 1 March 2017. The
Economics Faculty Lectures 2016-17 can be
found at: www.econ.cam.ac.uk/seminars
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Supply Chain Disruptions: The micro and
macro effects of the 2011 Japanese Earthquake
Professor Vasco Carvalho’s work on input-output analysis shows how supply chain
linkages can greatly amplify the initial effects of shocks such as natural disasters,
terrorism or cyber-attacks.

Making Sense of Religion
Dr Sriya Iyer reports on the International Economic Association Roundtable on the Economics of
Religion, St. Catharine’s College, 10-11 July 2017.
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The International Economic Association
Roundtable on the Economics of Religion was
held at St. Catharine’s College, Cambridge on
10-11 July 2017 to take stock of developments
to date in the economics of religion and to
chart new directions for the field. Organised
by Dr Sriya Iyer, Dr Jean-Paul Carvalho
(University of California, Irvine) and Dr Jared
Rubin (Chapman) with the able assistance of
the Cambridge-INET Institute, the Roundtable
brought together some of the world’s most
distinguished economists and other scholars
to debate and discuss the role of religion in
society today.
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The conference began with an opening
address by Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo,
Chancellor of the Pontifical Academies
of Sciences and Social Sciences from the
Vatican, who spoke about key points from the
Laudato Si, the Papal Encyclical document on

1.34mm

O

ver the past twenty years,
economists have come to realize
that religion is linked inextricably
to their subject matter, from fertility
choices in the household, to risksharing schemes in a village, to large-scale
political movements, and to economic growth.
A deeper understanding of religion is perhaps
now more important than ever before.

environmental protection and climate change,
highlighting the need for effective action in
these areas. The highlight of the conference
was a panel discussion on the role of state
religion, religious freedoms, institutions and
growth featuring Robert Barro, Timur Kuran,
Tim Besley and Sascha Becker; and a second
panel on how religion had shaped the world
with Partha Dasgupta, Rachel McCleary,
David Maxwell, Larry Iannaccone and Michael
McBride. The first panel which was very wideranging, explored questions such as religion
and innovation, religious education, role of
women, findings on religious participation and
economic growth, the role of state religion, the
debates about the clash of civilizations, and the
role of Islamic and Christian fundamentalism
in the world today. The second panel keenly
discussed Pentacostalism in Africa and Latin
America, how to think about definitions of
religion, the relationship between religion
and the natural world, and how this relates to
economic development.
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The individual sessions ranged from exploring
economic theory and religion, history and
religion, religious giving, and reformations and
religious freedoms. Sriya Iyer and Mark Koyama
talked about their forthcoming books on the
economics of religion in India, and religious
freedom and state capacity respectively. The

paper presentations also encompassed how
personal liberties and religiosity are related, the
effects of the Protestant Reformation, and how
religion and politics are related today in the US.
Listening to all this exciting research in the
economics of religion suggests that this is
a thriving field with scholars and graduate
students from many different fields of
economics interested to do research in this
area. The event was also very well-attended by
members of different Cambridge faculties and
departments including those from economics,
law, divinity, engineering, history, sociology,
geography, land economy and the business
school. To that end, the dialogue about religion
at the Roundtable was truly inter-disciplinary in
every sense.
The quality of discussion to determine what
is the kind of religion we need today and
how economic research needs to adapt to
aid policy-making, was a key aspect of the
Roundtable. A contributed volume entitled
Advances in the Economics of Religion published
by Palgrave Macmillan will be forthcoming
under the IEA Series after the Roundtable that
will consolidate the many interesting debates
and lively discussions.
Dr Sriya Iyer

Indeed, overlapping policy initiatives at the
international, regional, and national levels rely on
the premise that firm-level or regional shocks —
such as natural disasters, terrorism, or cyber-attacks
— can propagate through input-output linkages to
a wide array of firms and industries, with potentially
adverse macroeconomic impacts. For example,
the U.S. National Strategy for Global Supply Chain
Security issued in January 2012 is based on the
premise that supply chain linkages “serve to
propagate risk that arises from a local or regional
disruption across a wide geographic area,” which in
turn “can adversely impact global economic growth
and productivity”. In parallel, a growing academic
literature has explored whether the presence of
supply chain linkages can translate microeconomic
shocks into aggregate, business cycle fluctuations.
Despite the interest of academics and policymakers
alike, evidence on the role of input-output linkages
as a channel for the propagation of shocks and a
source of macroeconomic risk has been scant.
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The research of Vasco M. Carvalho, together with
researchers at Columbia University, the University
of Tokyo and the Japanese Research Institute of
Economy, Trade and Industry, provides a systematic
quantification of the role of input-output linkages
as a mechanism for propagation and amplification
of shocks. They exploit a large, but localized, natural
disaster —the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011.
Relying on information on firms’ locations, the
researchers exploit the exposure of Japanese firms
to the earthquake to obtain measures of firm-level
disturbances. They then combine this

information with extensive micro-data on firm-tofirm input transactions to trace the extent of shock
propagation along supply chains.
To study the earthquake’s effects, the authors
mapped out concentric networks of firms located
upstream and downstream from disaster-hit
companies on the supply chain. Customers that
relied on earthquake-impacted firms directly,
predictably felt the greatest impact; compared to
a control group of firms with no direct or indirect
exposure to the disaster, their growth rate was on
average 2 percentage points smaller in the year
after the disaster. The upstream supplier firms felt
a smaller jolt, but it was still significant, with sales
growth that was 1.2 percentage points smaller than
that of the control group in the following year.
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But firms did not need to have direct business
partners in disaster areas to be affected, the
researchers found. In fact, much of the economic
damage was indirect. Tight business relationships
among firms meant that supply chains transmitted
the shocks further and further away, to firms’
customers’ customers and suppliers’ suppliers.
Downstream firms up to four business relationships
removed from disaster-hit companies still
experienced a noticeable drop in sales growth,
of 1.1 percentage points. That effect was 0.1
percentage point for similarly removed upstream
firms.
Summing up all those effects offers a more
complete picture of the national economic
hangover the earthquake created. The authors
found that supply chain disruptions caused by
the quake may have knocked as much as 1.2
percentage points off Japan’s aggregate gross
output in the following year, an effect far greater
than the economic output of the disaster-hit region
by itself would suggest. The research establishes
that supply-chain linkages can greatly amplify the
economic damage of events like natural disasters.
To the same extent that an interconnected
economy can propel growth, it can also hamper it.

A
B
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A: A map of the geographic distribution of
headquarters locations of firms located in the
disaster-stricken prefectures of Aomori, Fukushima,
Iwate, and Miyagi, and the headquarters of firms
one (bright red), two (orange), three (green),
and four (blue) links away on the supply chain,
either upstream or downstream. The blue curve
represents the boundary of the four disasterstricken prefectures.
B: The disaster area, displayed as the shaded area
on the map, is defined as the 41 municipalities
covered by three decrees issued by Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and
the Prime Minister’s Office. Each dot on the map
corresponds to the location of a firm in the sample
located in the disaster area. The dark blue curve
indicates the boundary of the four prefectures that
encompass the disaster area.
© Vasco M. Carvalho, Makoto Nirei, Yukiko Saito, and
Alireza Tahbaz-Salehi. “Supply Chain Disruptions:
Evidence from the Great East Japan Earthquake.”
Columbia Business School, December 2016.
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T

he production of goods and services
in any modern economy is organized
around complex, interlocking supply
chains, as firms rely on a variety of
different inputs for production. Due to the
key role of intermediate goods in the production
process, disruptions to the orderly flow of goods
and services have been increasingly recognized by
policymakers as a source of aggregate risk.
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Supply Chain Disruptions: The micro and
macro effects of the 2011 Japanese Earthquake
Professor Vasco Carvalho’s work on input-output analysis shows how supply chain
linkages can greatly amplify the initial effects of shocks such as natural disasters,
terrorism or cyber-attacks.

Making Sense of Religion
Dr Sriya Iyer reports on the International Economic Association Roundtable on the Economics of
Religion, St. Catharine’s College, 10-11 July 2017.
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highlighting the need for effective action in
these areas. The highlight of the conference
was a panel discussion on the role of state
religion, religious freedoms, institutions and
growth featuring Robert Barro, Timur Kuran,
Tim Besley and Sascha Becker; and a second
panel on how religion had shaped the world
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women, findings on religious participation and
economic growth, the role of state religion, the
debates about the clash of civilizations, and the
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talked about their forthcoming books on the
economics of religion in India, and religious
freedom and state capacity respectively. The
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effects of the Protestant Reformation, and how
religion and politics are related today in the US.
Listening to all this exciting research in the
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students from many different fields of
economics interested to do research in this
area. The event was also very well-attended by
members of different Cambridge faculties and
departments including those from economics,
law, divinity, engineering, history, sociology,
geography, land economy and the business
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at the Roundtable was truly inter-disciplinary in
every sense.
The quality of discussion to determine what
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Roundtable. A contributed volume entitled
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under the IEA Series after the Roundtable that
will consolidate the many interesting debates
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Indeed, overlapping policy initiatives at the
international, regional, and national levels rely on
the premise that firm-level or regional shocks —
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— can propagate through input-output linkages to
a wide array of firms and industries, with potentially
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the U.S. National Strategy for Global Supply Chain
Security issued in January 2012 is based on the
premise that supply chain linkages “serve to
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One year after graduation

The reluctant PhD economist

Ekta Mehta finds she can make use of her Economics degree in her new role in investment banking.

Dr Konstantin Matthies tells of five surprises from his doctoral experience.

When writing this I thought it might be useful to
share with students planning to embark on the
PhD, things that I did not see coming myself, and
that, in hindsight, may or may not be useful.
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A

lmost a year ago today, I found
myself in a lecture theatre sitting
through four exam papers that
would ultimately determine my life
after graduation. Soon after, I was
handed a piece of paper as my reward for the
three years of work that had led up to that
moment. Whilst actually receiving my degree,
I was focussed on ensuring I carried out the
customary graduation routine as rehearsed;
however, as I walked out the Senate House,
with degree in hand, I distinctly remember
thinking, I have no idea of what to expect over
the next year, as for the first time in my life I
would no longer be defined by ‘school’.

12.0mm

Studying an economics degree at Cambridge,
students were naturally propelled into the
typical career routes in investment banking,
consultancy and financial services as a whole. I
was one of those students. Following on from
graduation, I began my career in investment
banking and whilst the hours are exactly what
they say on the tin, the steep learning curve has
bought about new experiences and challenges

each day. The first few months have been
thoroughly rewarding. I was able to immerse
myself in my team's work from a very early
stage and I struggle to recall a time when I've
learnt so much in such a short period of time.
Key to my role is aiming to provide clients with
innovative solutions to meet their financial
needs. Every project involves a new team and
dynamic environment as you work across a
range of live deals and pitches. In the office, I
am surrounded by graduates from a wide range
of backgrounds and academic pathways, each
bringing in a different perspective. This fastpaced and driven culture continually reminds
me of an environment I can distinctly envisage;
the environment I found myself in during my
three years at Cambridge.
In a high pressured setting, where you are
constantly thrown into the deep end and
expected to think creatively to solve complex
problems, it becomes almost impossible not to
recall the lessons that my degree at Cambridge
has taught me. Throughout my studies, it was
continuously emphasised that we focus on the

Here are some things that I didn’t expect from my
PhD:

bigger picture and the finer details, an outlook
that has been highly valuable to me in the real
world.
Looking back over the past year, it is
encouraging to know how much more there
is that I can do and learn. I have found myself
under some challenging and time-pressuring
situations, but all in all, Cambridge has done
well to mould and prepare its graduates for
exactly this. This past year following on from
graduation has flown by, and one key motto
that has stuck in the back of my mind from my
days as a Magdalene undergraduate is always,
“Garde ta foy”.

Ekta Mehta graduated in June 2016. She
is an investment banking analyst with
Quayle Munro, an independent mergers
and acquisitions adviser.

That a PhD is nothing like you expect it to be
I am sure everyone has a different idea of what
a PhD is going to be like but the one thing they
have in common is that they are most likely going
to be wrong. Looking back, I probably couldn’t
have had a worse understanding of what doing a
PhD actually entails. In my head, I was embarking
on another degree that was like a bachelor’s or
master’s, just longer and with more thesis writing.
And I could not have been more wrong.
A PhD is much more like a job than a degree, with
the added downside that you will never be able to
fully switch off. If you are anything like most of the
people I have met doing a PhD then you will find
yourself waking in the middle of the night, solving
optimisation problems rather than counting sheep.
There is some truth in that people who are most
successful in writing a PhD are those that treat
it like they would any other job: people that are
organised in their daily routine and devote a solid
but reasonable amount of time to their research.
With a consistent number of hours a day, every day,
you will get ahead in your research in no time and
not have to run into the problems faced by those
who swing between crazy peak times where they
are rushing deadlines, and weeks where they hardly

come to the office. Consistency and routines are
key and will allow you to be efficient in your work
while at the same time maximising your leisure to
enjoy Cambridge to the fullest.
That it is not all about academia
Despite my best intentions when starting the
PhD, I noticed fairly early on that research and
academia probably weren’t for me. After coming
to that sobering realisation, I thought to myself
many times that in spending so much time on
one topic, I would be hopelessly unemployable
once I left Cambridge. That anxiety might have
had something to do with my taking my time
finishing. So when I – finally - completed my PhD I
was dreadfully uncertain about my future. I couldn’t
really see what my opportunities were outside of
academia and research.
However, the truth is that there has probably not
been a time in history where it has been more
exciting to be a PhD economist. In the wake of
the digital revolution we are experiencing right
now, the world is creating staggering amounts
of data. Economists are uniquely equipped to
ask the right questions of these data. From tech
firms to governments to non-profit enterprises,
organisations are realising the potential and the
skills economists can bring to the table.
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That people want to help you, but you have
to ask for it
Talk to everyone. Conversations with your peers,
faculty members and your supervisor will often
save you hours, days or even months of research
and problem solving. I realise the stern faces you
see around the Faculty of Economics can be
intimidating and everyone always seems to be
lost in their own little world far away. But people
actually like to talk and bounce ideas off each other.
So get involved, don’t be afraid to ask for help or
other people’s opinions. Provided you have put
thought and effort into what you are asking about,
you might be surprised who will have a significant
impact on your work and in what way.
That you will meet the most interesting people
you have ever met, if you are open to it
The great privilege of studying at an institution
such as Cambridge is the abundance of fascinating
people doing fascinating things, not just in your

own faculty. In fact, some of the most interesting
and enriching conversations about your field of
study you won’t have with people from your field
of study. The incredible network of individuals
you will build at Cambridge is the most valuable
thing the place will give you. Alongside that, you
will form strong friendships with people that
will broaden your horizons, which is truly a gift.
All you have to do is go out there and engage.
That includes joining societies and sports clubs,
attending debates and heading to your local
college bar for a beverage of your choice.
That you will have the time of your life
In the end, the PhD experience is one of the
strangest things. At times it will be the most
rewarding, most stimulating experience and the
flexibility you are given means you will be able
to have the best life style you can wish for. Then
at other times it will the toughest, most draining,
punishing, consuming and exhausting thing
you will ever do, and you will want to quit, more
than once. But the satisfaction and the sense of
achievement that follow once you can look back
on it is something you will not be able to put into
words.
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completed my PhD in Economics at
Cambridge in October 2015 and finished my
viva shortly after. Since then I have graduated,
moved to Singapore and joined αlphaβeta,
a strategy and economics advisory firm,
helping private, public and not-for-profit sector
clients to identify how economic forces shape
their markets and develop solutions to harness
economics for generating lasting impact to their
performance and operations. This seems as if I had
it all worked out clearly and according to plan.
However, wind back 5 years to when I embarked
on my PhD and I can tell you that none of the
things I listed above were part of any plan. In fact,
there was no plan.
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Life After Cambridge

Going back to do my PhD has probably been
one of the best decisions of my life. My PhD not
only showed me what I wanted from a career, but
also what I didn’t want. And it equipped me with
the tools, skills and experience to make the right
decisions and find something that I can truly excel
at. In my job I can now put my academic curiosity
and rigour to use in a fast-paced environment,
working on topics and with like-minded people
that advise decision makers and create real impact.
But most importantly it was an amazing time.
Doing my PhD allowed me the flexibility to pursue
my passions such as rowing and make some of the
strongest friendships I have in my life today.
And that is something I will be forever thankful for.

Dr Konstantin Matthies is a Consultant
Economist with alphaβeta, Singapore.
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One year after graduation

The reluctant PhD economist

Ekta Mehta finds she can make use of her Economics degree in her new role in investment banking.

Dr Konstantin Matthies tells of five surprises from his doctoral experience.

When writing this I thought it might be useful to
share with students planning to embark on the
PhD, things that I did not see coming myself, and
that, in hindsight, may or may not be useful.
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three years of work that had led up to that
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however, as I walked out the Senate House,
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Studying an economics degree at Cambridge,
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Here are some things that I didn’t expect from my
PhD:
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Ekta Mehta graduated in June 2016. She
is an investment banking analyst with
Quayle Munro, an independent mergers
and acquisitions adviser.
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Professor David Newbery reflects on the life of a distinguished Cambridge economist

Amid the turbulence and uncertainty
of the early 21st Century, Professor Willy
Brown, formerly Master of Darwin
College, reminds us of the creativity,
heroism and sacrifice of one of
Cambridge’s first Economics graduates
in the Great War.

and Statistics at the London School of Economics,
where he stayed until 1992. He was elected to the
senior Cambridge economics chair as Professor of
Political Economy and to a Professorial Fellowship
of Churchill College in 1992. From 1994 to 2005 he
was Warden of Nuffield College, Oxford. Thereafter,
while remaining a fellow of Nuffield College, he
held a variety of Professorships - in Paris, Harvard,
the LSE and Oxford.
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with a Welsh Battalion, October
1915 to June 1916. It was the only
soldier’s account to be published
in book form during the war. He
returned to the front in January
1917. One month later he was
fatally wounded leading his men
into action.
Nothing of Importance was
published seven months after
Adams’ death. It is a remarkable
account on several levels. Written
largely as a diary, much of it as
letters, it preserves the freshness
of his perceptions at the time.
He is fascinated with the routine
details of warfare on what was
at the time a fairly static front –
mining and counter-mining, laying
wire, patrolling, sniping, and the
billets and the friendships. All this
he describes with undramatic
accuracy: ‘I have nowhere
exaggerated; for in this war there
is nothing more terrible than the
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truth’. But the longer he is there,
and the more that the men he is
living with are arbitrarily maimed
and killed, the more his naïve
observation turns to anger at the
futility of it all. The book earned
immediate praise from two of his
fellow officers of the Royal Welsh,
Siegfried Sassoon and Robert
Graves, whose famous memoirs
were not to appear for a decade.
Sassoon gave his own annotated
copy to his friend the poet Wilfred
Owen, who was about to return to
France for the last time. To Graves
he wrote that he thought it ‘…a
very good book – expressing his
quiet kindliness to perfection. He
saw a lot through those spectacles
of his’.

Thanks to the Master and
Fellows of St John's College for
access to College records.

Tony Atkinson was an immensely distinguished
economist. He was committed to the proper
measurement and documentation of income and
wealth distributions in an increasingly wide set of
countries over longer periods of time. He remained
concerned with poverty and the design of policy to
address distributional justice his entire professional
life. His 23 books include Unequal Shares – Wealth
in Britain (1971), and continued that theme right
up to Inequality – What can be done? (2015) and
Monitoring Global Poverty in 2016, the report of the
Commission on Global Poverty that he chaired
for the World Bank. His name also lives on in the
Atkinson index - an inequality measure published
in 1970 and the one most cited of the 357 articles
and chapters listed on his web site (www.tonyatkinson.com/articles).
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Tony Atkinson (1944–2017)

Bernard Adams (1890–1917)

n the centenary year of his
death in action it is fitting
to recall one of the first
graduates of the Economics
Tripos. Bernard Adams
wrote one of the most influential
memoirs of the First World War.
Born in 1890, he won a scholarship
to St John’s College in 1908. There
he gained a first class in Part 1
Classics and several prizes. But
his ambition was to become a
missionary so he then studied for
the Part 2 Tripos in Economics and
Politics that Alfred Marshall had
established a few years earlier.
On graduating he became the
warden at an India Office hostel
for Indian students in South
Kensington. With the outbreak of
war he enlisted as an officer in the
Royal Welsh Fusiliers and served
in the trenches until wounded in
June 1916. Whilst convalescing he
wrote Nothing of Importance – a
record of eight months at the front
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Times Remembered

Sir Anthony Barnes Atkinson died aged 72 on
1 January 2017, still at the height of his productive
career, not long after his last visit to dine in Churchill
College and see old friends in Cambridge. Tony was
infectiously enthusiastic and supportive, immensely
important in economics, a field too often
characterised by competiveness and criticism. My
lifelong friendship with Tony and his wife of more
than 50 years, Judith, started when he returned
from MIT to Cambridge in 1967 to share room 26
with me for four years.
Tony came to Churchill College in 1963, shortly
after its foundation as Winston Churchill’s vision
of a British MIT. He began Cambridge as a
mathematician, but graduated as an economist in
1966, taught by Frank Hahn. As an undergraduate
Tony was much influenced by James Meade,
Professor of Political Economy, with whom Tony
shared a passionate sense of social justice and an
understanding of how the power of economics
could be harnessed to this end. Tony started his
PhD in 1966 with a clear objective: to explore the
causes and remedies of poverty, reflected in its title
(and that of his first book) Poverty in Britain and the
Reform of Social Security (1969).
Frank Hahn arranged for Tony, immediately after
graduation, to visit MIT, where he worked closely

with Bob Solow, Joe Stiglitz and Peter Diamond.
He was thus in at the start of modern public
economics and growth theory (on which he
published his first article in 1967). He returned to
Cambridge as an Assistant Lecturer in 1967 and
lectured with Joe Stiglitz, then a JRF at Christ’s, on
public economics. The two of them were later to
write the definitive graduate text Lectures in Public
Economics (1980).
A foretaste of how rapidly the importance of his
work was recognised came with his appointment
at the age of 26 to Professor at Essex in 1971,
where he continued to teach and write on
public economics. In that spirit he founded the
new Journal of Public Economics in 1972, which
he continued to edit for nearly 20 years. His
collaboration with Stiglitz continued with their
1976 proof that if the utility function is separable
in labour and consumption then there is no case
for non-uniform indirect taxation, thus extending
the seminal work of Diamond and Mirrlees. The
more provocative implication is that if non-linear
income taxation is possible, then there is no need
for indirect taxes at all.
In 1976 he moved to University College, London
as Professor of Political Economy. Then, in 1980
he accepted the Tooke Chair of Economic Science
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His Cambridge links with the measurement and
policy analysis of income and wealth distributions
continued long after the first book he wrote here.
With Holly Sutherland (first of the Department
of Applied Economics in Cambridge and later of
Essex), he used microsimulation models to analyse
the distributional effects of policies and potential
policy reforms. Such models were subsequently
adapted and used in a variety of countries for
similar purposes.
He was elected a Fellow of the British Academy
in 1984 and was Vice President from 1988-90. He
was knighted in 2000 and made a Chevalier de
la Légion d’Honneur in 2001. His many obituary
notices reflect the sense of loss of such a creative
researcher, effective campaigner, leader of so many
institutions and commissions, wise counsellor and
most loyal friend to so many. He is greatly, greatly
missed.
Professor David Newbery
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Comings and Goings

We welcome:

We congratulate on
promotion:

As Faculty members:
Dr Koen Jochmans (Econometrics) as Reader, from
SciencesPo.
Dr Alexander Rodnyansky (International Finance
and Macroeconomics) as University Lecturer, from
Princeton.

Dr Vasco Carvalho, to Professor
Drs Sarah Horrell and Pontus Rendahl, to Reader
Dr Petra Geraats, to Senior Lecturer

We say‘Thank you’ to:
As Janeway Fellows (Joint Appointments as
College Teaching Officers and Cambridge-INET
Research Associates):
Dr Juan Block (Murray Edwards College)
Dr Sriya Iyer (St. Catharine’s College)
Dr Kamiar Mohaddes (Girton College).

Professor Tony Lawson and Dr Sean Holly who,
while formally retiring from their posts at the end
of the 2016/17 academic year, will both continue to
be active within the Faculty. Tony is an influential
force in developing and maintaining alternative
paradigms of analysis, in particular with respect to
social ontology and to the philosophy and history of
economic thought. Sean’s work is in macroeconomic
analysis applied to optimal policy formulation.
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As C-INET Postdoctoral Research Fellows:

Marie Butcher, Assistant Registrary, who is moving
on via a promotion to a senior administrative post in
the School of Humanities and Social Sciences.

Dr Aubrey Clark
Dr Marco Valerio Geraci
Dr Alexey Gorn
Dr Fred Moisan

Contact
As Research Assistants:
Dr Lu Han
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